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OVERVIEW

SOLUTION

ATO FedTool is a streamlined management solution to empower
a successful authority to operate (ATO) process within your
organization. Our solution enables government agencies,
partners, solutions integrators, and government off-the-shelf
providers with a simplified method to plan and meet ATO
process requirements. It facilitates the comprehensive collection
and organization of system security requirements across
baselines to provide a requirements gap analysis and rapidly
remediate shortfalls-keeping the ATO process on track.

Start your ATO process and documentation with TechTrend's ATO
FedTool. This custom role-based Microsoft Power Platform application is
built using Power Apps and Power Automate with SharePoint and
Office 365 integrations. This solution provides an easy, centralized
solution to document, track, manage, and monitor system ATO
requirements against FedRAMP, NIST, and DoD cloud security controls.
System security requirements are collected and stored in a secure
Dataverse repository. SharePoint manages role-based access to artifacts
and documentation and the baseline control environment. Business
Intelligence reports provide transformational data visualization and
actionable analytics. ATO FedTool has built-in modularity to change the
security baseline depending on each customer's ATO requirements. A
gated-review process allows for real-time updates, approvals, and
notifications to PMOs, ISSOs, cybersecurity managers, and ATO
specialists.

TechTrend's ATO FedTool helps applications and systems obtain
authorization faster and maintain continuous ATO status.

CHALLENGE
Government cloud applications are required to meet or exceed
security controls and regulations to achieve ATO status.
FedRAMP, NIST, and DoD cloud security controls comprise the
complex security and compliance requirements organizations
track for authorization status.
Government agencies must invest large amounts of time, money,
and resources to manually author, collect, organize, and track
system security requirements to obtain authorization.

The ATO FedTool can be customized to provide user experiences that
leverage our human centered-design approach. This solution provides
transparent role management for safe, easy, and secure registration.
Web roles are configured via Dynamics 365 Portals with entity
permissions and record-level based security. Analysts enter
implementation statements and security data. ISSOs manage approvals
of individual controls. Designated Authorization Officials can review and
approve packets ready for continuous authorization. ATO FedTool
delivers rapid on-demand comprehensive data management and
visualization for your ATO process.
Discover how the ATO FedTool can help your organization track and
manage the authorization process.

Customize & Deploy the ATO FedTool Today!
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